Terms of use for electronic documentation
I. Intellectual property rights and scope of use
The file of your choice is protected. Festo or third parties have property rights to this
electronic documentation, which Festo makes available on portable data media as well as
on the Internet and/or intranet, always referred to hereinafter as "electronic
documentation". If third parties have full or partial rights to this electronic
documentation, Festo has corresponding rights of use.
Festo allows access to and use by the user under the following conditions:
1. Scope of use
a) The user of the electronic documentation is authorised to use it exclusively for internal
purposes and within the scope of the machine and system documentation of the user.
b) With the exception of the Festo logo, the user is entitled to use images and texts from
the electronic documentation to create in-house machine and system documentation. The
use of the Festo logo requires the written approval from Festo. The user is responsible for
ensuring that the images and text used match the machine/system or the product.
c) The user is obliged to seek clarification with Festo in the event of any ambiguity
regarding the content of the electronic documentation.
2. Copyright notice
Every "electronic document" contains a copyright notice. The notice must be included in
every copy and every printout as well as with the user's own machine and system
documentation.
3. Transfer of authorisation to use
The user can transfer the user's right of use as a whole to a third party to the extent and
with the restrictions of the conditions according to clauses 1 and 2. The third party must
be expressly informed of these terms of use.
II. Export of electronic documentation
The electronic documentation is subject to the export control and export laws of various
countries, in particular the laws, regulations and instructions of the Federal Republic of
Germany, the EU and the United States of America. The user undertakes not to export the
electronic documentation to countries or to natural or legal persons for which export bans
apply according to the corresponding applicable export control and export laws,
regulations or instructions.
III. Versions/further developments
The hardware and software of Festo products are being continuously further developed.
The hardware and, if applicable, the software version of the product can be found on the
rating plate of the product. Festo does not guarantee that the electronic documentation
corresponds to every hardware and software version of the product. The printed Festo
documentation enclosed with the product is solely authoritative for the matching
hardware and software versions of the product and the electronic documentation.
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